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Fermilab at Home



Who have been the Fermilab education office’s core audiences 

and how have we reached them?

– Teachers bringing students for field trips and attending teacher 

workshops

– High school students attending like the STEM Career Expo and 

Saturday Morning Physics

– Young students who come for Science Adventure classes

• And their parents!

– The general public interested in learning

more physics or about Fermilab
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New ways to virtually connect to the lab

• Resources gathered at our new “Families” webpage:

– Grid of activities for students from grades 3–12, using the 5E 

education model to connect them into coherent strands. Helpful 

for those learning from home. 

– Recreating in person experience with virtual resources from the 

Lederman Science Center

– Guidance for parents new to working with

students at home

Virtual Education Resources
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Online versions of Fermilab Education Office events:

• The remaining classes from the Winter Saturday Morning 

Physics session were held on later dates as online events

• Virtual STEM Career Expo now online and interactive

Virtual Events
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Social media engagement:

• We have ramped up our Twitter

offerings to include the very popular

“#CanYouGuess” feature, in which we

ask our followers a question about

particle physics, as well as:

– #FNALFieldFinds and #FNALTreeID:

natural science features captured in

our backyards

– #FNALatHome: activities for parents

and kids to do together

– #DidYouKnow: facts about Fermilab

science and education

Social Media
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QuarkNet’s audience is primarily high school physics teachers; 

the QuarkNet program is focusing on providing them resources 

to enhance their teaching:

• Created a central page of resources from QuarkNet, 

Fermilab, and a wide variety of organizations dedicated to 

physics education; updated often:

– General Resources for Online

Physics

– Resources from Fermilab

– Particle Physics Resources

QuarkNet
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• Two confirmed virtual 

lectures with more in the 

works

• Home for virtual art gallery 

events

• Events by our artists in 

residence

• Virtual Physics Slam

• Exploring hosting virtual 

music events
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Arts and Lecture Series at Home


